
Instant quotes 
for sea containers
Take the complexity out of container shipping 
with FCL Spot. Waiting days for your quotes is 
a thing of the past.

FCL Spot



Clear and simple
FCL Spot offers a transparent fixed price 
for every shipment. Get your quotes quickly 
and start booking right away.

Backed with expertise
Once your shipment is booked, take 
advantage of live vessel information and 
data-driven insights. When you need 
dedicated expertise, our worldwide teams 
are ready to provide support, no matter 
where you ship. 

Sustainable transportation
Achieve your sustainability targets! You can 
opt for emission-free transport by choosing 
biofuel or compensation via nature-based 
projects directly with the booking.

How does FCL spot work?
Register on myKN, enter your shipment 
details and immediately receive a binding 
price. Save the quote or book directly.

Because speed is the key to success when 
transporting goods, FCL Spot makes booking 
smarter and faster. You are just a few clicks 
away from your next quote.

FCL Spot



Effortless quotes: There is no training 
required. The platform is user-friendly 
so you can start creating quotes 24/7, 
without delay.

Book your first 
shipment now.
It only takes a few clicks. Try it out.
Your next quote is waiting on myKN.

→  mykn.kuehne-nagel.com

Fast booking: It only takes a few 
seconds to get a quote and book your 
freight. Confirm with just one click.

Transparency: You can track the  
status of your shipment directly  
after booking. 

Operate with ease: myKN lets you 
manage your entire supply chain, 
all in one place.
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About us
 

Kuehne+Nagel is the global number one in sea logistics. 
Over 12,000 sea logistics experts worldwide ensure 
Kuehne+Nagel customers can access reliable sea 
transport on all major trading routes and 150,000 port 
connections. Its focus is on shipping full container loads 
(FCL) and less-than-container-loads (LCL), perishable 
and fresh cargo shipments as well as project logistics. 
We offer a flexible and reliable service with more than 
3.8 million weekly schedules and a multitude of 
connections in an independent network spanning multiple 
shipping companies. Innovative digital information 
solutions such as seaexplorer ensure full visibility and 
customised supply chains, whatever the size of the 
company. 

Learn more about our services at → kuehne-nagel.com


